The BMC Mainframe Services by RSM Partners Security Suite

Security management made easier

THE BMC MAINFRAME SERVICES BY RSM PARTNERS SECURITY SUITE COMPRISSES AN INTEGRATED RANGE OF TOOLS THAT HELP YOU MANAGE AND SECURE YOUR MAINFRAME IN AN EASY TO USE BROWSER-BASED ENVIRONMENT

Drawing on 40+ years of mainframe security experience, BMC Mainframe Services by RSM Partners’ software tools provide valuable solutions to known problem areas. Browser interfaces greatly simplify several key tasks including basic security administration, password resetting, and control of temporary emergency access. Exception-based security reporting greatly speeds the monitoring task and quickly draws attention to the important. An “enterprise connector” makes interfacing the mainframe to enterprise solutions, such as identity and access management (IAM), a great deal easier. And a SIEM compatible, real-time dashboard brings deep intelligence to detecting security events of significance.

racfGUI | exceptionReporter | zDetect | Breakglass | Self Service Password Reset (SSPR) | enterpriseConnector

WHY BMC MAINFRAME SERVICES BY RSM PARTNERS?

BMC Mainframe Services by RSM Partners is a unique provider of mainframe expertise, software, and services focused on the IBM® System z® marketplace. Working with many of the world’s largest organizations—spanning financial, retail, utility, government, and service organizations—no other partner can offer you the same mix of z knowledge, hands-on experience, reliability, flexibility, and agility. We are proven to add value.

BMC Mainframe Services by RSM Partners is a member of the IBM Developer Community and supports any new release of IBM® z/OS® on the same day as general availability. BMC Mainframe Services by RSM Partners has received Ready for IBM Security Intelligence validation as a leader in IBM z Systems security.

racfGUI

racfGUI greatly simplifies basic IBM® RACF® admin tasks, requiring no mainframe expertise or specialist skills. It provides a return on investment based on improved speed, efficiency, productivity, and accuracy, with commands being automatically replicated across LPARs. Browser-based, you can use the solution securely on any device, from anywhere.

exceptionReporter

exceptionReporter offers significantly more robust security monitoring, reporting, and compliance assurance by offering customizable exception-based reporting. Using a “traffic light” overview focuses attention on exception analysis. A suite of over sixty automatically generated reports (continued from exceptionReporter) yields an 80 percent reduction in the time to detect and monitor arising security issues.
zDetect
zDetect is a SIEM compatible IBM z/OS mainframe security monitoring tool that detects actual and potential security-related issues. It monitors, records, and uses advanced security algorithms to apply intelligent analysis to detect suspicious events that can pose a threat to an organization’s security situation.

Breakglass
Breakglass provides temporary emergency access control in a fully secured and audited manner. Different user groups can request temporary additional security permissions in order to complete a specific task.

Self Service Password Reset
Self Service Password Reset is a fast, secure, and reliable way for users to reset their own RACF password, removing the need to contact a central helpdesk or security administration team.

enterpriseConnector
enterpriseConnector’s wide range of communication protocol support and cross-system interfaces integrate mainframe services with web-based and open system platforms. An example is integrating the intricacies of IAM mainframe security policies at the enterprise level, eliminating incompatibilities and insecure connections, as well as overcoming system privilege issues.

zDetect
zDetect is a SIEM compatible IBM z/OS mainframe security monitoring tool that detects actual and potential security-related issues. It monitors, records, and uses advanced security algorithms to apply intelligent analysis to detect suspicious events that can pose a threat to an organization’s security situation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about The BMC Mainframe Services by RSM Partners Security Suite, please visit bmc.com

About BMC
From core to cloud to edge, BMC delivers the software and services that enable over 10,000 global customers, including 84% of the Forbes Global 100, to thrive in their ongoing evolution to an Autonomous Digital Enterprise.

BMC—Run and Reinvent